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Outline

Lecture 3 – The non-linear Universe, dark matter and MOND
● Evidence for dark matter
● N-body simulations of CDM
● CDM problems and solutions
● Status of Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND)

Lecture 4 – Searches for particle dark matter
● Properties of dark matter & dark matter production
● Dark matter candidates & Searches
● Indirect searches for dark matter

● Signal characteristics
● Searches with cosmic rays
● Searches with photons
● Signal hints and challenges



Our Universe



Evidence for dark matter in the Universe
Credit: Famaey & McGaugh 2012

Most plausible 
solutions



Break down of linear structure formation

● Fluctuations at scales                                      have gone non-linear

● Formed satellite galaxies, galaxy groups, galaxy clusters

Mass of galaxy clusters



Flat rotation curves

Circular velocity of starts determined by enclosed mass

Centrally concentrated mass
implies

 → Extended mass 
profile

Actually 
observed

70/80’: Observation of spiral 
galaxy rotation curves 
(rotationally supported systems)



Kinematic of galaxies in galaxy clusters

Credit: F. Calore



X-ray emission and gravitational lensing

Credit: F. Calore



Mass segregation

Credit: F. Calore



Towards N-body simulations

Situation
● The Milky Way halo has of the order of 1e67 particles (assuming a DM 

mass of 1 GeV)
● They do not directly interact, but only via their combined gravitational 

potential
● We are interested in the time-evolution of the distribution function of 

of DM particles in the non-linear regime

● The dynamics is described by the Poisson-Vlasov equation:



Monte Carlo Approach

Why Monte Carlo
● Discretization of distribution function in 6-dim phase space is 

computationally way too extensive (need to resolve a very 
large range of scales)

● Solution: Instead, sample “test particles” from distribution 
function, and track their motion

Equation of motion for 
individual particle

Gravitational potential generated by test particles

Notes
● Mass of “test particles” usually exceeds solar mass
● Softening required to remove individual particle collisions
● Up to recently, most simulations where “dark matter only”, 

i.e. the effects of baryons is not included



Aquarius MW halo simulations

Credit: M. Vogelsberger



Radial profile of relaxed DM halos

Credit: M. Vogelsberger



Fitting functions to DM profile

Credit: M. Vogelsberger



Subhalo distribution function

Credit: M. Vogelsberger



Velocity distribution of DM

This is often approximated by a 
truncated Maxwellian

For the Milky Way

(“Standard halo model”)



Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND)?

M. Milgrom (1983)

Idea
● At very small accelerations, Newton’s Law is modified (increase 

“inertia”)

● Gravity part unchanged

● This can also account for flat rotation curves

● MOND is only non-relativistic, so it cannot be tested on cosmological scales 
(e.g. gravitational lensing). It is an effective prescription, not a full theory.

● However, TeVeS (tensor vector scalar; J. Bekenstein, 2004) MOND 
generalization exists, which contains additional dynamical field. It remains 
hard to reproduce all observations as cold DM does.

See: Famaey & McGaugh 2012



Main argument for  MOND

Tully-Fisher relation describes surprisingly 
tight correlation between the angular 
velocity of spiral galaxies and their baryonic 
mass.

MOND correctly accounts for
● normalization and
● slope
of the correlation over four orders of 
magnitude in Galaxy mass.

CDM predicts the dashed line, assuming 
that all baryons associated with a DM 
halo are observed.

Many question: Can baryonic feedback 
during galaxy formation generate such a 
correlation?

Famaey & McGaugh 2012



CDM vs MOND

Cold Dark Matter Modified Newtonian 
Dynamics

CMB: Magnitude of fluctuations yes no*

CMB: Angular power spectrum yes no*

Baryon acoustic oscillations in galaxy 
distribution

yes no*

Bullet cluster (DM / gas segregation) yes no*

Spiral galaxy rotation curves yes yes

Tully-Fisher maybe** yes

Faber-Jackson maybe** yes

Simultaneous explanation of DM in dwarf 
galaxies and clusters

yes maybe

*could work in more complete theories of MOND that introduce new fields 
that “act like DM” for cosmological purposes, or by adding some DM
** impact of baryons in galaxy formation is difficult to simulate a priori



What we know about dark matter

cold: 
negligible velocity dispersion

collisionless: 
negligible self-interaction

weakly coupled: 
negligible interaction with the rest of the world

Q=
0

Up to now, there are only various upper and lower limits:

About 80 years after the first discovery of dark matter by Fritz Zwicky and others, we 
can now bracket its particle mass to within 80 orders of magnitude.

Uncertainty principle
(if DM is bosonic)

MACHO searches
(massive compact 

halo objects)
Hu+ 2000

Tisserand+ 2007



What we know about dark matter

1.Has gravitational interactions and is (meta-)stable.
2.DM seems to be dark, i.e. is not observed to interact with 

light.
3.DM must be nearly dissipationless
4.DM cannot have large self-interaction (though existing 

limits are very weak).
5.The DM mass is only constrained to within some ~80 

orders of magnitude.
6.DM must be cold or (luke-)warm
7.Particle DM candidates require physics beyond the 

Standard Model.



Dark matter is really “dark”

Strong constraints on a “milli-charge” of dark matter particles. 

Kadota+ 2016Electric charge of DM compared to 
electron charge



Candidates for particle dark matter

Resonaances

E-K Park 2007

Mass-scales and interactions are suggested by
● Theoretical arguments  Various incarnations of → WIMPs, Sterile neutrinos, Axions, ...
● Hints in the data  → positron excess, 511 keV line, Fermi GeV excess, PeV neutrinos, ...



Dark matter relics

Boltzmann equation for particles in comoving volume

Relic density today

“WIMP miracle”



Lee & Weinberg (1977) bound

Credit: G. Gelmini



Completely different: Misalignment mechanism

Credit: G. Raffelt



~1972

Development of super-symmetry algebra Election of 
Richard Nixon



Neutralino abundance



Self-annihilation cross-section in CMSSM



Particle spectrum of best-fit point

Best-fit point of stop coannihilation region of the CMSSM
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